Portable fuel cells are enabling technology for high efficiency and ultra-high density distributed power generation, which is essential for many terrestrial and aerospace applications. A key element of the fuel cell power sources is a fuel processor, which should have a capability to efficiently reform liquid fuels and produce high purity hydrogen consumed by the fuel cells. To this end, we are reporting on development of a novel MEMS hydrogen generator with improved functionality achieved through innovative process organization and system integration approach by exploiting advantages of transport and catalysis on micro/nano scale. The unique features of the fuel processor include transient, reverse-flow operation of an autothermal MEMS microreactor as well as intimately integrated, ultrasonic micromachined fuel atomizer and the Pd/Ag membrane for insitu hydrogen separation from the product stream.
1-INTRODUCTION
Fuel cells offer opportunities for high efficiency and ultrahigh density distributed power generation, which is essential for many terrestrial and aerospace applications. A key element of the fuel cell power sources is the fuel processor, which should have a capability to produce hydrogen from a variety of hydrocarbon fuels. Figure 1 shows (a) the schematic of the integrated MEMS fuel processing unit and (b) a valve-less flow reversal scheme, we invented and now are in process of developing the prototype implementation. The system features intimately integrated autothermal MEMS microreactor, the array of ultrasonic micromachined fuel atomizers, and the Pd/Ag membrane for in-situ hydrogen separation from the product stream.
The target hydrogen yield for the single reactor module is 500 ml/min sufficient for fueling a 50 W PEM fuel cell (assuming 80% hydrogen utilization) which can be used as a power source for a sensor array, laptop computer or other portable electronic devices. This system has ability to reform different liquid fuels and possesses the following key advantages as compared to the large scale and sequential micro-scale systems:
1. The reactor exploits the small size of channels loaded with the catalyst to remove the diffusion limitations on the reaction kinetics. It operates in an autothermal regime in a reverse-flow fashion [1] . Use of the reverse-flow transient operation allows one to run the fuel processor for a wide range of throughputs without loss of an advantageous authothermal state [2] . 2. An array of MEMS ultrasonic fuel ejectors is integrated with mixing chambers for highly efficient atomization, evaporation, and mixing of the liquid fuel prior to its introduction the fuel processor. We have developed a novel ultrasonic device utilizing resonant acoustic horns for fuel atomization with varying fuel flow rates and at low input power [3] . This provides a solution to a grand challenge for microscale liquid fuel processing, which is essential for preventing carbon formation and avoiding pre-ignition of carbon-rich liquid fuels by promoting efficient fuel atomization and rapid mixing. 3. Instead of using a stand-alone device for hydrogen separation from the product stream, we integrate a micromachined sub-µm think Pd/Ag membrane [4] as a cover plate of the reactor where fuel is being converted into hydrogen. As a result, the high pressure differential needed to pump reagents through the microreactor (a would-be-disadvantage of small scale fluidic systems) is now exploited to provide sufficient pressure differential for hydrogen permeation (separation) across the membrane. An appropriate pressure difference across the membrane is established by varying the size of microchannels, the thickness of the membrane, and the back-pressure in the hydrogen collecting manifold on the opposite side of the membrane. 4. Since the temperature inside the reactor chamber is high in the case of autothermal hydrocarbon conversion, the hydrogen separation membrane is maintained at sufficiently high temperature (400-600 o C) to achieve high permeability of hydrogen for a given pressure differential. This eliminates the need for additional heating equipment (burner and/or heat exchanger) used for membrane heating at the stand-alone separation stage in conventional systems.
5. Finally and possibly most significantly, this integration scheme facilitates on-the-spot hydrogen removal from the reactor, thereby shifting the equilibrium of the reversible steam reforming and water-gas shift reactions towards much increased rate of hydrogen production (according to Le Chatelier's principle). Once removed from the reaction stream, hydrogen can either be collected in the storage manifold or, more optimally, be directly delivered to the anode of the fuel cell placed on top of the hydrogen generator without any additional ductwork and connectors. 6. Lastly, one should mention that the proposed reactor configuration is well suited for scale-up by simply stacking identical reaction units on top of each other to achieve a flexible increase in the hydrogen output for greater power applications. 
-REVERSE-FLOW MICROREACTOR
Recently [1] we demonstrated experimentally a possibility of autothermal reforming of methane in a tubular microreactor. It was also shown that running the reactor with periodic reversal of flow direction resulted in an increase in hydrogen yield. To understand the physical origins of the performance enhancement, we performed theoretical analysis and mathematical simulation of the relevant physicochemical phenomena to develop model-based design guidelines for reverse-flow autothermal microreactors [2] . Specifically, we have developed a one-dimensional (1-D) model that combines heat and mass transfer with heterogeneous oxidation, reforming and water-gas shift reactions in this system. Using this model, the uni-directional and reverse-flow autothermal modes of operation were compared to understand the main reasons for performance improvement and to define the window for optimal operating conditions. We demonstrated that autothermal generation of hydrogen is possible in both unidirectional and reverse-flow operations of the reactor, with the reverse-flow operation providing better hydrogen yield and lower temperatures than the former. Critical comparison of methane oxidation and reforming kinetics from the literature was performed. An analysis of the time scales of individual processes within the reactor was also performed in order to gain fundamental insight into the reactor operation. Finally, the effect of radiation heat transfer is also considered, and it was found to play an important role for a shorter sized reactor. Figure 1 
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(b) -MEMS reactor with valve-less flow reversal.
We performed parametric simulation and sensitivity analysis of methane partial oxidation in a microchannel reactor operated with periodic flow reversal. The reverse-flow (RF) operation provides up to 5% increase in the hydrogen yield compared to the unidirectional (UD) operation. The effect of varying the inlet CH4:O2 feed ratio, the inlet velocity and the inlet gas temperature was studied. The optimal feed ratio is found to be CH4:O2=1:15:1 with the feed at room temperature. The effects of varying the reactor length and heat losses to the ambient were also investigated. In both these cases, the performance of the UD operation degrades significantly, whereas the performance of the RF operation is more robust to the variations in reactor size and heat losses. The issue of choosing the optimal switching time was also addressed. Switching the input and output ports near the natural time scale of reaction heat release is shown to provide the optimum yield. Through these results, design and operation guidelines based on simple time-scale analysis have emerged.
-MICROMACHINED ULTRASONIC ATOMIZER
The integration of microscale fuel processors necessitates the development of novel processor components for fuel reformation and hydrogen separation, some of which present significant new challenges. Of particular interest to this report is the development of an atomizer which is capable of highly controlled atomization of a variety of liquid fuels at low flow rates. The low-flow-rate requirement intrinsic to the smallscale, portable power application is especially challenging since one cannot rely on the conventional jet-instability-based atomization approach. We have developed a novel micromachined ultrasonic atomizer array that utilizes cavity resonances in the 1 -5 MHz range along with acoustic wave focusing to generate the pressure gradient required to form and eject a droplet or form a continuous jet [3] . The resonance operation of the device combined with the wave focusing properties of the atomizer structure provides a unique route to achieve atomization with low power consumption. A schematic of the atomizer concept and realized prototype, including representative dimensions, are shown in Figure 2 . The thickness of the piezoelectric transducer is selected so that its longitudinal resonance closely matches a cavity resonance dictated by the horn structure, the speed of sound in the fuel to be atomized, and the cavity size itself. When the piezoelectric transducer is driven at this fundamental frequency or any of the higher resonance modes of the cavity, a standing acoustic wave develops, and constructive interference focuses the wave so that the peak pressure gradient occurs near the tip of the nozzle leading to ejection of droplet stream (Fig. 3) . Although the frequency at which this device operates is dictated by the fluid chamber resonances for power-efficient operation, the geometry of the chamber can be readily modified to increase or decrease the driving frequency of operation according to desired specifications. Further, the micromachining process used to manufacture and assemble the atomizer is very simple, leading to the possibility for lowcost fabrication [3] . 
-MICROMACHINED Pd/Ag MEMBRANE FOR
HYDROGEN SEPARATION As described in the introduction, there are significant advantages that can be realized by incorporating the H 2purifying membrane as part of the reactor system. This configuration allows utilization of both the heat created during the reaction process and the pressure drop associated with micro-channel flow to drive the hydrogen separation. There is also the benefit of shifting reaction equilibrium towards increased hydrogen production as the hydrogen is removed from the product mixture. However, these advantages come with a number of constraints. The membrane and all materials used in fabrication must be compatible with the chemically reacting species; they must be able to withstand high temperatures and pressures; and they must be able to form a strong bond with the reactor plate to seal the reactor. The free-standing palladium must also be as thin as possible to minimize the diffusion time and be strong enough to withstand the pressure in the reactor. To this end, we have developed a robust microfabrication procedure for making sub-μm think Pd/Ag membranes as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, as well as performed detailed analysis of the ratelimiting step in the hydrogen permeation sequence [4] . The experimental characterization of the membranes revealed long term stability of the membranes (many hours of continuous operation as well as on/off testing over the course of many days) as well as an enhancement of the hydrogen permeation rates upon thermally-induced structural modification of the membrane material. 
-CONCLUDING REMARKS
In summary, in this presentation we summarize our recent achievements in MEMS-enabled fuel processing for portable power generation, including (1) design and analysis of the reverse-flow microreactor showing its unique advantages, (2) design, fabrication, and characterization of the micromachined fuel ejector for atomization of liquid fuels, and (3) microfabrication and experimental and theoretical characterization of large area hybrid micro-nano structured Pd/Ag membrane for hydrogen separation.
